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Abstract
We investigate the relationship between an arbitrary d -dil!1ensional mesh of n pro-
cessors. and one all of whose dimensions have equal length. We give optimal simula-
tion algorithms between these two models.
keywords: Analysis of AIgorithffis. Mesh-Connected Processor Arrays, Parallel Com-
putation
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1. Introduction
The d -dimensional mesh of processors is one of the most popular models of
parallel computation, and researchers have designed an impressive number of algo- .
rithms for solving various problems on this model (e.g. [AK,AH.
Kl,K2,NS1,NS2,TKj, see [U] for a more complete bibliography). Most of these algo-
rithms were designed for a mesh all of whose d dim"nsions have equal length, Le. il
d -dimensional cube (for convenieilce, we henceforth say that such a mesh is sqUlJre,
even when d>2). Note that every Side of such a square mesh has length n 1/d • (The
known algo~ithms for a square mesh typically run in o (nl/G') time.) A d-dimensional
mesh which is not square is said to be rectangular. Rectangular meshes occur quite
naturally in a number of settings: In reference [AH] we ended up working with rec-
tangular meshes even though we started out initially with a square one (this hap-
pened because we could not fit our subproblems into subsquares of the original
square, and we had to settle for "packing" them into rectangular submeshes of the
original square mesh)-----Also note that a (4 k)-dimeusionaLsquare-m.esh-iS--ju-sr---a-spe>-------
cial case of a d -dimensional rectanglular mesh, one where k of the dimensions have
length 1 and the remaining d -k dimensions have equal length.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the relationship between a rectangu-
lar mesh and a square one. In the rest of this section we introduce some terminol-
ogy, state our results and discuss their significance, and (at the end of tbe section)
briefly review the definition of the d -dimensional mesh. We leave the simulation
algorithms that prove our results for sections 2 and 3. Section 4 concludes.
Definition 1.1 Throughout this paper. when a mesh U can simulate every step of
another mesh W with 0 (h) of its own steps. then we say that U h -simulates W.
Note that if U h -simulates W then any problem that W solves in time T can be
solved by U in time 0 (hI).
De[inltion 1.2 Throughout this paper, S will denote a square d -dimensional mesh of
n processors, i.e. S is an nl/dX··· xnl/d mesh. R will denote a rectangular d--
d
dimensional mesh of n processors, i.e. R is an 11 x/2x ... Xld mesh where II IJ = n.,-,
.Theorem 1. Mesh R can {max Ii )/n lId -simulate mesh s.
J
(The proof of the above theorem is given in Section 2 of this paper.)
CoroUary 1.1 Any problem which S solves in time T can be solved by R in time
o (T.(max /,)/n ' /
d
).,
Note that if S solves a certain problem in time O{nl/d ), then the above result
implies that R can solve that same problem in tiine 0 (max II). This shows that,
Theorem 1 is essentially optimal, since any nontrivial computation on R requires
n (max /,) lime.,
Except for the trivial case of d =2, we find it quite surprising that only the larg-
-----~es"t~omfF-Ttrre__tis is relevant to bow well R simulates S.
The next corollary is obtained from Theorem 1 by setting
1]=12= ... =Id_k=nl/(d-k) and ld-k+]=··· =ld=l.
Corollary 1.2 An n-processor (d -k}..dimensional square mesh can nl:ld(d-k) -simu-
late an n-processor d -dimensional square mesh.
The simulation result of Theorem 1 is quite useful because it allows us to avoid
designing algorithms for rectangular meshes and concentrate on designing algorithms
for square meshes instead, a much more pleasant task (designing algorithms for rec-
tangular meshes can be quite awkward, especially recursive algorithms where we
want each of the "quadrants" to recursively solve a smaller subproblem). Probably
the best way to design an 0 (max I,) time algorithm running on R is to actually first,
design an 0 (n 1/4 ) time algorithm running on S and then use Theorem 1. (In
3
general, algorithm designers prefer square meshes w!:aere n JIll is a power of two.)
Of course our result also implies that all the known algorithms for a square
mesh immediately imply corresponding algorithms for rectangular meshes of various
shapes. We therefore automatically have 0 (max Ii) time algorithms for solving a,
large number of problems on rectangular mesh R •.
Finally, it is natural to consider the simulation of rectangular mesh R by square
mesh S. The next theorem settles this issue.
Theorem 2 Mesh S can I-simulate mesh R.
(The proof of the above theorem is given in Section 3 of this paper.)
In other words, whatever the problem being solved, S is at least as good as R.
The optimality of Theorem 2 can best be seen by noting that there are problems
whose time complexity is 9(n) on both mesh S and mesh R. One such problem is
that of computing alEE(a2EB(··· EB(all »)) ...) where ®is not associative. This last exam-
pie shows that it is impossible to guarantee that S will be faster than R for all prob-
lems, however it does not rule out that S will be faster for some problems.
To make the paper self-contained, we end this section by reviewing the
definition of a d -dimensional mesh of processors (the reader familiar with this model
should" skip this -and go directly t~ Section 2): The processors, which operate syn-
chronously, are positioned on an / lX ••• xld grid, one processor per grid point. A
processor is denoted by its position in the grid, e.g. processor (i1>· .. .ill) where
1::;; ilt;.:S II; for every k E{l, ... ,d}. Processor (i], ... ,id ) is a neighbour of processor
u" ... jd) if and only if, forsome k E{I, ... ,II}, we have Ii. -j, I=1, and i. =j. for
every s =F k. We then say that these two processors are neighbours along dimension k.
Note that a processor can have no more than 2d neighbours (processors at the bouo-
dary have less). A step of such a mesh consists either of each processor communicat-
ing with a neighbour by sending/receiving the contents of a register (we call this a
data movement step), or of each processor performing a computation within its own
registers. A processor has a fixed (i.e. 0 (1» number of storage registers. Some
papers in the literature assume that a register can store up to logn bits, while other
papers limit the size of a register to 0 (1) bits: our results hold for either model.
2. prooe of Theorem 1
Recall that we want to prove that R can (rQax If )/n lId -simulate S. where S and,
R are as in pefinition 1.2. Before giving the proof of this, we need the following two
rather straightforward lemmas.
Lemma 2.1 Let U be a ulx ... xUd mesh of. n processors. and let W be a (d -I}
dimensional n-pJ:ocessor mesh which is obtained from U by replacing two of the
dimensions of U by a dimension whose length is the product of their two lengths,
while leaving the other d -2 dimensions of U unchanged. In other words W is a
"Ix· .. xUd_2X("d_l.ud) mesh (we chose to multiply "d-l and ud purely for nota-
tional convenience, and we could have chosen any"j and ") instead). Then U can
I-simulate W.
Proof: Figure 2.1 illustrates, for the case d =3, how the new dimension in W (Fig
2.la) is j-simulated by tbe two old ones in U (Fig.2.tb): we just imbed !inear c~ains
of length 1213 (in W) into 12x/3 rectangles (in U), by "snaking" them as depicted in
Fig. 2.1 (in that figure there are actually I] such chains,··-even tbough only one is
shown). In general, there would be 1]1 2•••••ld - 2 such chains. each of which is of
length Id-l1d and is snaked in an Id-lxld rectangle. (J
The previous lemma will be used in the inductive step of the proof of Theorem
1. The next lemma provides the basis for the induction.




Figure 2.1. Illustratin,g how a column of W is imbedded into U .
Then U can maJl.(l].12)/v'ii -simulate W.
Proof: Without loss of generality. assume that [1;;::'"1/;;:::12, Think of Was consist-
ing of V;; adjacent columns of length Vii each (see Fig. 22a).
(a) W (b) U
Figure 22. Illustrating bow the columns of W are imbedded into U.
Now J snake these columns one after the other in U, as depieted in Fig. 22b. Note
that each such snaked column occupies a width "f Vii /1 2 (=lJ;Vn) along the I)
direction of U (see the note following this proof). A data movement between
adjacent processors in the same column of W can clearly be simulated in 0 (1) steps
on U. It is trivial to design a data movement taking 0 (II/V;) on U and which
simulates a data movement between adjacent processors on the same row of W. 0
Note. In the above proof. it may seem at first glance that we might run out of space
in U before having imbedded all of W • because 11tvn is generally not an integer and
therefore some colum~s of U are only partially used (see Fig. 22b). This poses no
problem since we can tben "bounce back" at the last column of U and start imbed-
ding backward (Le. :dght to left) until we have imbedded all of W. This may result
in some processors of U having to simulate two processors of W. but this is accept-
able. Actually, Definition 1.1 implies that we can "stretch" the dimensions of a mesh
by a constant factor without changing its computational power (in the 0 sense), Le.
2-D 11 X/ 2 mesh and a (el ])x/ 2 mesh can 1-simulate each other if e is a constant. In
the rest of the paper we avoid elaborating on such fine details, and concentrate on
conveying to the reader the main ideas.
The above lemma (22) was so easy because choosing 11 automatica:tly-lterermnninfie"s,---------
12• This is no longer the case for d ~3, so the above proof does not directly general-
ize to higher dimensions. Instead we have to use induction on d, with Lemma 22
providing us with the basis of our induction. The rest of this section gives the induc-
tive step of the proof of Theorem l.
Inductive Step: Without loss of generality. assume that R is such that
ll~ 12'?:. ••• ;;"dd. Note that llO? nl/
d O?ld. Now, divide R along its first dimension
into n 1/d consecutive submeshes (which we call R-ehunks) each of which is an
(I,/n lid )xl2x ... xld mesh of n1-1/d processors. Similarly divide S along (say) its
first dimension into n1/d submeshes (which we cail S-ehunks) each of which is a
1xn1/d x ... Xn 1/d mesh of n 1- 1/d P!ocessors. From here on we ignore the first
dimension (of length 1) of an S-chunk, i.e. we consider it teo be a (d -l)-dimensional
square mesh of n 1-1/d processors. Now. use each R-chunk to ·simulate an S~hunk.
Of course. for this simulation. the S-chunks are assigned to the R-chunks in con~
secutive order. Before continuing with how an R-chunk simulates an S -chunk, let us
pause to observe that two processors of S that are neighbours along S's first dimen-
sion are in two consecutive S -chunks. and that one data movement in S between,
such processors can be simulated in R by a data movement taking time 0 (width of
an R -chunk along its first dimension), i.e. 0 (l lin 1/d ) (as in Lemma 22, we omit the
detailed specification of this easy data movement). We still need to .show that a data
movement step of S along its second. or third, ...• or d th dimension, can also be
simulated by 0 (I lin 114) steps of R .. Since each such data movement is between pro-
cessors in the same S-chunt. it suffices to show that an R-chunk can 1]/n l/4 -simu-
late an S -chunk. We cannot yet use the induction hypothesis because S -chunks are
(d-I)-dimensional while R--chunks are d-dimensional. This is where Lemma 2.1
comes in: Let C be ai::L (/4 1 lin l/d)Xl2 X ... xld _1 mesh, and observe that (by Lemma
2.1) an R-chunk can I-simulate C. Therefore it suffices to show that C can I lin lid
-simulate an S -chunk. But C and an S -chunk satisfy the induction hypothesis, and
therefore C If
12/nl/d'<?/]ldln2Id then C can Iv'n1l4~simulate an S-chunk, and since.tl'<?12 it fol-
lows that C can - -11/n J/d -simulate an S --chunk. If, on _the other hand,
l2/n J/d < 1JJd In 2/d , then C can 1Jid In 214 -simulate an S -chunk. Since ld In]Jd :S 1, this
implies that C can 1lin lId -simulate an S -chunk. 0
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
3. Proot of Theorem 2.
Recall that we want to prove that S can I-simulate R, where Sand R are as in
Definition 12. The proof is by induction on d. Throughout the proof we assume,
without loss of generality. that ll~ 12~ ... ~ III .
Basis oj induction: If d =2 then imbed R in S as follows. Partition S into V; /1 2
(=l]/¥;) rectangular slabs of dimensions 12Xvn each. and then snake R through
these slabs in the manner depicted in Fig. 3.1. Note that because of the way R moves
from ODe slab of S to the next. some of the processors of S are idle (those in the
empty triangular regions), while other processors of S are each simulating two of R's
processors. It is obvious that this imbedding enables S to simulate one step of R








(a) R (b) s
Figure 3.1. Illustrating the basis of the induction.
Inductive Step: Think of /1 as being the depth of R, and 12x ... xld as being its base.
d
Let e be the Dumber of processors of R's base, Le. B=IT Ii (=n//J). Observe that
1=2
8s n l-Ud. Partition the (d -l}dimenslonal, n l-Ud -processor square determined by
the last d -1 dimensions of S into nl- Ud /8 (d -l}dimensional squares of 8 proces-
sors each. Fig. 3.2 illustrates for the case d =3. This partition induces a partition of
S itself into n ]-l/d /8 rectangular slabs each having a depth of n lid along S's first
dimension, and a (d -l)-dimensional square base of 0 processors (i.e. each slab is a
···1---+---1-.. ,
(b) s
Figure 32. The small V/213xVl213 squares ia (b) are the bases of
the slabs.
nl/d xell(d-l)x ... xel!(d-l) rectangl,e). Now
7
imbed the base of R into the base of a
Heerner" slab in S (e.g. into the lowest·leftmost smaU square in Fig. 32b). By the
induction hypothesis, this can be done such that the base of the slab l·simul&tes the
base of R. Next, with its own base imbedded in that of a slab, snake R back and
forth through the slabs of S until it is completely imbedded in S. We do not eIa-
borate on this since it is an obvious generalization of the snaking done in Fig. 3.tb.
However there is one point worth mentioning about the above imbedding process: It
is crucial tbat the depth of a slab (=n 1/d ) is no smaller than the length of a base's
side (=e1/(d -1» in order for R to shift smoothly from one slab to another (this condi•
. ., tion was satisfied in Fig. 3.1b since we had 12~ vn). A data movement in R along its
first dimension can obviously be simulated in 0 (1) time in S. A data movement
along any of the remaining d -1 dimensions of R can also be simulated in 0 (1) time
in S, because (by the induction hypothesis) the base of a slab can I-simulate the base
of R. 0
4. Concluding Remarks
We gave essentially optimal simulation results between an n ·processor, d-
/0
dimensional mesh which is square and one which is rectangular. As corollaries to
our results, we obtained simulations between d -dimensional square meshes and
(d -k )-dimensional square meshes.
In general, simulation results between various networks of processors are not
only interesting but also quite useful. since they enab~e us to design algorithms on
the network we feel more comfortable with (e.g. the square mesh) in spite of the fact
that the actual machine on which these algorithms will run is different (e.g. a ree-
tangular mesh).
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